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Evaluative Criteria of Informational Children’s Books
● Accuracy

○ expert information, author credentials, bibliographies/citations, 
accurate illustrations and text

● Organization
○ layout, sequence, patterns, subheadings, table of contents, index

● Design 
○ attractive and appropriate, illustrations compliment text, design 

helps communicate the subject matter clearly and subjectively, font, 
size, color

● Style
○ voice and passion, work of literature and not just facts, encourage 

curiosity, appropriate vocabulary, encourage critical thinking 



Accuracy
Hitler Youth

Bartoletti, S. (2005). Hitler Youth. NY: Scholastic.

● bibliographies/citations
○ bibliography and authors notes prove accuracy

● accurate illustrations
○ author personally “poured over thousands of images” 



Accuracy
It’s Perfectly Normal 

Harris, R. (2014). It's perfectly normal: Changing bodies, growing up, sex, and 

sexual health. Boston, MA: Candlewick Press.

● bibliographies/citations
○ reference and bibliographies in the back of the book 

● expert information, author credentials,
○ consults as many professionals and experts as possible



Accuracy
Frogs

Bishop, N. (2007). Frogs. NY: Scholastic.

● author credentials
○ “Nic was born in England and raised in Bangladesh, Sudan, and Papua New Guinea. He graduated with honors 

in biology from Nottingham University, England, and then traveled across Europe, Asia, and Australia, to 

New Zealand, where he completed a PhD at Canterbury University. Nic has been likened to a David 

Attenborough for kids, and he has the adventurous spirit of an Indiana Jones. His work as a photographer 

has taken him to the farthest corners of the planet. He has trekked into the remote cloud forests of New 

Guinea, dodged ice avalanches in New Zealand, and crossed the Gobi Desert of Mongolia. He has also had 

many adventures and amusing animal encounters at home, where his guest bedroom often accommodates 

tarantulas, snakes, and chameleons. Once he built a rainforest pond indoors to photograph basilisk lizards 

running on water.”

■ Scholastic Teachers,. (2016). Nic Bishop's Biography | Scholastic.com. Retrieved 27 January 2016, 

from http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/contributor/nic-bishop.



Organization
It’s Perfectly Normal 

Harris, R. (2014). It's perfectly normal: Changing bodies, growing up, sex, and     

sexual health. Boston, MA: Candlewick Press.

table of contents, index,
subheadings within chapters

● Harris uses multiple types of organizational
tools such as indexes and subject headings
for sections in each chapter to make it
easier for users 



Organization
Primates 

Ottaviani, J. (2013). Primates. NY: FirstSecond.

● layout and sequence
○ chronicles Jane Goodall, Dian Fossey, and Birute Galdikas in the style of a graphic novel

● patterns
○ his style creates accessibility to young readers 



Design 
Frogs

Bishop, N. (2007). Frogs. NY: Scholastic.

illustrations compliment text
● Bishop’s photographs that clearly show each type of frog he is describing on the corresponding page

font, size, and color appropriate for children
● Bishop uses bright colors and large fonts



Design 
Balloons Over Broadway

Sweet, M. (2011). Balloons over Broadway: The true story of the puppeteer of Macy's 

parade. NY: Houghton.

attractive and appropriate
● interesting drawing how the evolution from the marionette to the Macy’s parade balloons 

illustrations compliment text
● each page has illustrations of each step in Sarg’s process, 

design helps communicate the subject matter clearly
● maps of the parade route
● interesting layout of pictures



Design 
We are the Ship

Nelson, K. (2008).  We are the ship. NY: Hyperion.

design helps communicate the subject matter clearly
● Nelson’s breathtaking oil painting add a perfect mix of reality and emotion

illustrations compliment text; attractive and appropriate
● Willie Foster and young fans in Pittsburgh in 1932 = haunting and beautiful 
● men getting off of the train with the young boys watching



STyle
How They Croaked

Bragg, G. (2011). How they croaked: The awful ends of the awfully famous.NY: Walker.

encourage curiosity 
● a gory yet interesting look at how famous people died

encourage critical thinking 
● author effortlessly ties history into interesting stories of many brutal and disgusting deaths 



STyle
Me...Jane

McDonnell, P. (2011). Me…Jane. NY: Little, Brown Books for Young Readers.

appropriate vocabulary
● McDonnell writes in a why that young children will understand

voice and passion
● charming, heartwarming, causes the reader to want to learn more about Jane Goodall and her work



STyle
Rosa 

Giovanni, N. (2005). Rosa. NY: Holt.

work of literature and not just facts; voice and passion
● makes a nonfiction historical event into a moving and heartwarming story because of the author’s storytelling and (at times) 

poetic style


